I receive many emails about what is going to happen before the 20th of January. Theories that involve the US military enforcing the Sedition Act, initiated by President Trump. They come with links to little-visited sites, where a guy in England broadcasts from his flat with his water heater in the frame. A fellow who, purportedly, has direct links to the intelligence services. But none of it (so far) makes it to sites like ZeroHedge, or other alternate (mainstream) online sources, sites already hated by the left for posting articles by Tom Luongo and Whitney Webb—each of whom would be all over this—were it verifiable.

Think of the consequences of what is being generated here: If nothing happens by the 20th and Donald Trump and his family have relocated to places unknown, what then? All of those who were waiting for the arrests of treasonous democrats and a restoration of the republic will be whacked-out to say the least. They will have no means to filter reality, and their anger will abound. Meanwhile, Gates, Soros, and Schwab (maybe Obama—the rest don't count), have been playing the long-game, waiting in the wings, and can then step out into the reality of owning the House, the Senate, the Oval Office, the networks, the intelligence agencies, and a Supreme Court—which seems to be unwilling to risk.

After the 20th (assuming the Biden Bunch), they will be able to put up their new slogan: *We can now say whatever we want, and we can do whatever we want.* Which will be the case because their agenda is one to stop domestic terrorism, which is any American who goes against what the elite want. In support of that doctrine, the left will introduce innovations such as a new app developed by the US Air Force (off we go into the wild blue yonder), with a capability to detect and delete (in real time), any criticism of COVID lockdowns and vaccination policy.

How will that forensic advancement be used? Messages will be deleted from the internet, in seconds—in real time. A second infraction and the account is deleted and, for the protection of America, that person, unfortunately, loses email privilege? If you don't think so, know that for some months, thousands of hits on my own site, neverhadaboss.com, became 404 problems (the server can't find the specific page). This is happening across the internet.

But not to worry. Under the Biden Bunch, it is my surmise that documents have been worked on for years to strip Americans of their rights, which will now be brought forward and all the blank spaces filled in to suit desired results. As with the Patriot Act that was initiated almost before the first plane hit the first building. In this process, formerly disgraced fools will
The likes of Tony Blair is back, proclaiming something about 'liberty through vaccination'. Tony has him an English education and must know our liberty dates from the 1700’s, so the cabal he works for needs to strip our liberty then re-give it—if we do what we're told.

The left are playing for keeps and for their very existence, which will require that they control everything, because, when the average Joe-Ann realizes what has been done to them, the pitchforks will come out—if there are any pitchforks left. But how will the word spread with no internet (they wouldn't do that, would they?). They have to do that. The internet we know will need to be turned into a Wikipedia where only government re-writes the entries. At that point the dream state of the former Soviet Union will have been realized.

Nothing short of these measures will suffice. And it's already coming along. Many of the sites (some quite moderate), that I have tuned into for a decade, now involve a two-step process before I can access. Here's what comes up: The following has been confirmed by the YouTube Community as being inappropriate or offensive for some audiences. CONFIRM (which you must do to go on) or go back? Then—Do you want to continue? One more step and there will be no way forward, to a site that no longer exists. Who do they think they are?

Assume we get the Biden Bunch on the 20th, we will be allying with the Saudi/Zionist Billionaires Club. Wait, isn't that what we've been doing for the past four years? It is, but what is waiting in the wings is much worse for Americans and the Bill of Rights. Trump's appointed demons were advisors, often there for bravado shock, but Biden's are for real—actual decision makers and policy wonks. For Secretary of State, Tony Blinken, who appeared on Sesame Street, doling out a disingenuous two minutes on refugees being 'just like us', without mentioning that our foreign policy made them refugees. For CIA Director William Burns—Russia-antagonist extraordinaire. For Treasury—Janet Yellen, who purportedly received $7 million for lunch speeches to banks—think of the fun she and Powell at Fed can have with play money. And Victoria Nuland returns as Under Secretary of State/Political Affairs. One might hope that her big hand in the Ukraine mess would disallow an encore performance.

What I see coming is a rash of rationalizations for a need to make the Patriot Act look like benevolent law, where the left will stop at nothing to gain total control through un-needed laws to gain tyrannical control of Americans by the monied interests directed by government.

There was a riot in DC this past week. No there wasn't, not unless we brand what Antifa and BLM perpetrated for months as 'blood in the streets'. And this so-called riot was perpetrated by Donald Trump? No it wasn't. In his address to the protest he called for the opposite, advocating restraint. And what about this? Homeland Security has a 60 billion dollar budget, and the 'riot' footage shows a cop, opening the door to the capitol, letting the protestors in. That's all we get for 60 billion? Makes a fellow wonder if they weren't supposed to be let in?

Consider Henry the 8th, who redid the religion of a nation so he could get rid of wives in an attempt to produce heirs. Henry had a strange notion that he was a king, a ruler and decision maker for subjects, when he was just another compromised man with a lust for power beyond his ability to practice restraint. The same applies to each member of our elite today. They are confused (often more confused) that those to whom they dictate. The think they can lock us down without scientific evidence, and in the process take our wealth and our liberty. But they are forgetting something—America was founded on the right to question and challenge kings—to depose self-styled kings. And this is not over—it's just starting.

If you have friends who read my articles, please have them get on my list: erik@neverhadaboss.com. The way things are looking, that email list could be the only link between us.